
Characters

Do have to
appear visually

Objects

Reides and flowers Oscar Wilde 

Developing important Interesting characters Motivations and Goals

Depends no action no conflict no story no screenplay 

Phil Parker 

Outerpresence Dominant impression age Sex mannerisms physical appearnace 

Inner presence Dominant impressions int , know persoanlity likes dislikes
beliefs fears goals self image

Context

Back Story 

the world of the
character

dependant upon
relationships friends colleagues 

class 

significant events in
the persoanl life

Identify sympathise and
engage with characters

people can understand
and realte too.

Main Characters.

respect understand
and identify No empathy for them Must have audience

invested in characters

Redeeming trait even if  vile 

Jack Opening scenes 

MacClane Durden
Magruff Juno

Fight Club

Questions you should ask
about your characters

Define themselves
through words and deeds Public and private side Villains can be likeable

and heroes difficicult

Agent Smith??

MacClane A pain ..

Lebowski?? 

Prop Use in presentation 

Narrative Structure
Three Actor 

Act1Set up

30 pages 3 pages fro 10 

Dramatic Action 

situation 

the story 

the dramatic 

Act 2confrontation60 pages /mins Obstacla afetr Overcome 

Act3 Resolution page 90 1 20 Last section 

Toddorove 

Plot points

transitions 

moves story forward hooks into the action
spins it around

4 thing sthe endingthe beginingthe plot point at
the end of act 1

the plot point at
the end of act 2

Story types 

Romance Prety w

The recognised virtue  cinderella The debt  lock stock

Phi Parker Art
of Science

gift  taken away 

Plot types  robert mckee

Maturation Plot

Redemption
moral change in the protagonist American History

x

Punitive plot good to bad Godfather (turns
good to bad)

Education plot protaonsists view of life changes form negative to positive bad santa 

Disillusion plot positive to negative  protagonists world view changes from positive to negative 

Testing plot trainspotter  willpower versus the temptation to surrender 

Fish out of water

NarrativeStructure Opening Build ProblemEvents

KubrickSid FieldTodorov


